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Introduction & Problem Definition



Business Introduction
Miss Caprice is a Montreal-based handbag brand that offers 

fashion handbags and small accessories.

- animal friendly

- classy, whimsical, fashion forward

- now focusing on online

- Instagram & Facebook

- active on Instagram



Related Trends 

1. The E-commerce and Online industry in Canada 
will continue to grow. From 2013 to 2018, the 
industry revenue increased at an annualized rate of 
20.5% to $8 billion. The revenue is expected to rise 
at an annualized rate of 8.5% to $12 billion over 
the five years to 2023. 

(IBISWorld in accordance with their licence 
agreement with IBISWorld. IBISWorld Industry 
Report 45411ACA E-Commerce - Online Auctions in 
Canada Industry Report; 2019)



2.

Instagram Shopping is widely used for business purpose.   
In 2019, there are more than 25 million business profiles 
on Instagram Shopping worldwide. More than 2 million 
advertisers worldwide use Instagram to share their stories 
and drive business results. 

(Instagram. Instagram for Business. 
<https://business.instagram.com/getting-started>; 2019>

3.

In 2019, 90 million Instagrammers tap on a shopping post 
to learn more about products every month. 60% of people 
say they discover new products on Instagram. More than 
200 million Instagrammers visit at least one business 
profile daily. 

(Instagram. Instagram for Business. 
<https://business.instagram.com/getting-started>; 2019)

https://business.instagram.com/getting-started
https://business.instagram.com/getting-started


Strategy
Should  Miss Caprice offer Instagram shopping to affect young fashion followers to increase 
sales in the next three months. 



Research Problems

1. The more consumers like to use Instagram to find new products, the more likely they buy from 

the brand via Instagram Shopping. 

2. The more often people click on Instagram posts with “tap to shop” feature, the more likely they 

buy from a brand via Instagram Shopping. 

3. The more people enjoy using the Instagram shopping feature to acquire product information, 

the more they would buy from brands via Instagram Shopping.



Questionnaire



Questionnaire
1) Personal interview with the owner of Miss Caprice:

Qualitative research: personalized attention,  forthright,  probing questions, more detailed information of 

business, consumer behavior and industry

Content: the story of the owner, the industry, the business, proposal of our strategy 

Result: our ideas / strategy is effective and highly aligned with the owner’s mind 

Quotation from the interview:

“Internet is booming. Many stores (small independent stores as well as large chain stores) are closing and mainly 

focusing on online shopping. It’s a major change, because the «client experience» that we all know, has to be 

re-created in a non-physical environment, as known as, online.” 



2)  Online survey with Google Forms

       -- 52 questions;  5 minutes ; efficient & time-saving ; measurable numerical data for data analysis

      -- Measurement scale: nominal, interval 

      -- Includes 4 Sections: 

        A.  Consumers’ information search process - -  the recall of business and recall of action (consumer behavior)



B.  Attributes of the strategy VS Attributes of the brand - - testing the perceived fit

D. Demographics -- identify the answers made by right 
       respondents and non-target audiences, accurate data

C.  The intent -- testing different levels of intention of the 
purchase decisions; consider, buy or recommend



Sampling & Survey Method



Sampling & Survey Method
Sampling method: Non-probability sampling

--Cost less & conducted more quickly than probability samples; 

--Results can be reasonably representative of the whole population of interest;

--Convenience:

        Based on using people who are easily accessible (friends and classmates) . 

        Our fastest and most efficient strategy ---generate sufficient answers within a short period

Sample size : 150

Action: Online survey with Google Forms,  post survey link throughout our Facebook / Instagram account /  

                  WeChat page



Data Analysis





Behavioural Data & Intent Data

Research Problem 1: The more consumers like to use Instagram to find new 

products, the more likely they buy from the brand via Instagram Shopping. 

Positive correlation



Research Problem 2: The more often people click on Instagram posts with “tap 

to shop” feature, the more likely they buy from a brand via Instagram Shopping. 

Positive correlation



Research Problem 3: The more people enjoy using the Instagram shopping 

feature to acquire product information, the more they would buy from brands 

via Instagram Shopping.

Positive correlation



Since there are positive correlations between the use of Instagram Shopping and 

purchase intent and all three research problems are positively answered, the hypothesis 

of “Instagram Shopping can lead to an increase in sales” is confirmed.



There are perceived fits between people’s 

perceptions of the brand and of Instagram 

Shopping.



Conclusions



Conclusions

1. The more consumers like to use Instagram to find new products, the more 

likely they buy from the brand via Instagram Shopping. 

2. The more often people click on Instagram posts with “tap to shop” feature, the 

more likely they buy from a brand via Instagram Shopping. 

3. The more people enjoy using the Instagram shopping feature to acquire 

product information, the more they would buy from brands via Instagram 

Shopping.

The hypothesis of “Instagram Shopping can lead to an increase in sales” is 

confirmed.



Recommendation

We would recommend Miss Caprice offer Instagram shopping to affect young 

fashion followers to increase sales in the next three months. 



Step 1 : Make sure Miss Caprice is eligible for Instagram Shopping. 
- Instagram commerce policies;
- Instagram account is set up as a business profile;
- Instagram account is connected to a Facebook Page. 

Step 2: Connect Miss Caprice’s Instagram business profile to a Facebook catalog. 

Step 3: Once the account and catalog are set up, Instagram will automatically turn to review to make sure everything is in 
order. 

Step 4: Create the first shopping post. Enable business settings for Shopping and start adding product tags and stickers to 
Instagram posts. 

*We would recommend featuring no more than three products in each post. 
*The frequency of adding Instagram Shopping to posts would be one out of three product posts. 
*We would suggest featuring the usage of Instagram Shopping in Instagram bio. 



Limitation & Future Research

- Reliability issue due to the small sample and non-probability sampling method

- To solve this issue, we would recommend Miss Caprice to do the survey again with a 

larger sample to fully represent the population of interest. 

- We would suggest to feature the survey on Miss Caprice’s official website and social 

media accounts including Instagram and Facebook. 
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Thank you for listening!


